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SUMMARY 

The paper investigates the effective detection and esdmation of = m v e  wear at the minor cutting edge, which has a mtal influence on surface quality in 
finish-machining. During bar-turning experiments with different cutting conditions, a miniature 3-D accelerometer, mounted in close vicinity to the 
tool tip, was used to measure the multivariate vibration signal produced by the turning process. The stochastic signal was modelled as autorcgressive 
vector difference equations, and multiple dispersion analysis was used to quantify the complex interactions among various variables. It was found 
that the characteristic ingredient of vibration in the thrust direction, complemented by that in the main cutting direction, signifies effectively the critical 
point at which grooves are king "chiseled out", surface roughness is deteriorating rapidly, and subsequently the finishing-roo1 needs to be replaced. 
The results are interpreted on a physically sound basis. The results also show that the algorithm developed is a feasible approach to on-line 
monitoring of minor cutting edge g m v e  weu in finish-machining 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

On-line tool wear estimation has been recognized as playing an essential role in 
automated machining systems [ 1-51. Much work has been reported, most of 
which is concerned with major flank wear and crater wear estimation. In 
finish-machining, however, tool wear in the minor flank and nose area has 
proven to be crucial to'surface quality and dimensional accuracy. In our previous 
work [6], the development pattern of the minor flank wear was investigated and 
its on-line estimation method was developed based on multivariate time series 
analysis. It was concluded that the critical point at which the finishing tool is to 
be replaced should be based on the wear status at the minor cutting edge instead of 
that at the major one. 

It was observed long ago [7-101 that grooves will form at the minor cutting edge 
under certain cutting conditions (Fig.1). It was realised that these grooves affect 
the surface roughness and dimensional accuracy adversely in finish machining. 
Most investigations on groove formadon and its underlying mechanism were done 
at Technical University, Delft. by Professor Pekelharing and his colleagues in the 
60's and 70's [12-14, 16-18]. while work by other researchers was also 
publishedin thesame period[ll,l5,191. 

Well explained in [ZO] is the definition of groove wear 31 the minor cutting edge, 
which does not actualiy pmicipate in cutting directly, as shown in Fig. 2. It was 
observed that rapid formation of the grooves, spaced at a distance equal to the 
feed, almost always occurs under certain cutting conditions, while not strongly 
dependent on workpiece and tool materials [13]. It was observed thac when 
enough grooves have been formed, more severe vibration often occurs. As a 
result. the groove wear pattern is disturbed and the grooves are "wiped our." 
Theoretically, the groove.less edge should give a better surface. In practice, 
however, the vibration causes such an increase of the surface roughness that the 
tool should be replaced [ 13-14]. In other words, the tool wear reaches its critical 
point when the grooves are disappearing instead of forming. Suggestions to 
improve the situation were made by choosing cutting conditions more carefully 
and by superposing a small vibration in the feed direction to hinder the groove 
formation [13,16]. 
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Fig. 1 The Gmove Wear in the Minor Cutting Edge 
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Fig. 2 Definition of the Tool Minor Cutting Edge [20] 

There have been many investigations concerning the mechanism of groove 
formation in the minor cutting edge. Some atmbuted it primarily to mechancially- 
based causes, others to thermally-based causes. or a combination of both. The 
purpose of this paper is to present the re.sults of an experimental investigation 
concerning detecting the critical p i n t  at which vibration disturbs the groove wear 
as mentioned above, and the finishing tool thus needs to be replaced. Due to the 
fact that the vibration occurring in the neighbourhood of that point of time is 
extremely complicated and very little is known about it, a miniature 3-D 
accelerometer, mounted in close vicinity to the tool tip, was used to c a p m  multi- 
dimensional vibration signals. The stochastic signal was modelled as an 
autoregressvie vector difference equation. on the basis of which a paramehic 
investigation was made possible by using multiple dispersion analysis. 

2. TOOL WEAR EXPERIMENTS 

2.1 Tool Wear Experiments under Finish-Machining Condition 

A miniature 3-D accelerometer (PCB Model 306A06). mounted at the close 
vicinity of the tool tip, was used to measure the multivariate vibration signal 
produced in the machining process. The tool wear experiments were conducted on 
a high-precision CNC lathe. The machining conditions used in the experiments ax 
shown in Table 1. All the cutting conditions are within the range recommended by 
the tool maker company. 

The machining process was interrupted periodically in order to measure tool wear 
and surface roughness. Two sets of 524 data points each, one with a sample 
interval equal to 30ps and the other with 3.13ms. were taken for the vibration 
signal in each of the three onhogond dsections, just before each interruption. An 
extra two sets of data were also recorded between consecutive interruptions IO 
provide more information for signal processing. 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) w3s used as a major means to determine the 
groove wear. Sulface roughness (RP) was measured by using a surfcom - surface 
measurement instrument 

2.2. The Patterns of Groove Wear and Roughness Changes 

Fig. 3 gives a set of photographs taken by SEM, showing the groove wear 
development for cutting condition B as 3 representative for the lower feed groups 
(0.04 mmlrev). The grooves formed in the minor cutting edge can be easily seen 
and the number of grooves decreases after cutting for about 17 minutes. The 
change in the number of grooves is further plotted in Fig. 4, while the surface 
roughness measured is shown in Fig. 5. 

Comparing Figs. 4 and 5, it is evident that when the grooves were being wiped 
out, the surface roughness was deteriorating sharply. Therefore, it is clear that 
the finishing tool should be replaced when the grooves are disappearing instead of 
forming. It is also seen that at the initial machining stage, roughness value has a 
rapid i m a s e  before. it reaches a suble level due to the normal runningin. 

Another set of SEM photographs of the groove wear development for cutting 
condition A is shown in Fig. 6. as a representative For the higher feed groups 
(0.08 &rev). Figs. 7 and 8 show its groove wear pattern and surface roughness 
development. It is seen that even after in cutting for more than 50 minutes, no 
such decrease in the number of grooves or rapid increase in roughness occurred. 
This perhaps is due to the fact that the higher feed results in wider ridges between 
adjacent grooves thus better wear-resistance. 
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Fig. 3 Groove Wear in the Minor Cutting Edge for Group B 
( V = 500 rpm, f = 0.04 mdrev ,  d = 0.25 mm) 
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Fig. 4 The Number of Grooves ( feed = 0.04 m d r r v  ) 
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Fig. S The Development of Surface Roughness ( feed = 0.04 r i d r e v  ) 

3. MU1,TIVARIATE TIME SERIES MODELLING 

3.1 Establishment of Autoregressive Vector. Model 

Multivariate time series models were developed as a way of quantifying the 
dynamic interaclations among the vibration data recorded in three orthogonal 
directions. The advantage of employing such a technique is that it  provides a 
model decomposition of the system dynamics convolved in the data. The resulting 
discrete series of the 3-D vibration signds, sampled at uniform intervals, can be 
represented either in the form of vector difference equations, i.2.. an A R W V  
model (nm) with autoregressive order n and moving average order m (Eq. I). or 
the explicit Green function with process residuals (Eq. 2). 
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Fig. 6 Groove Wear in the Minor Cutting Edge for Group A 

( V = 500 rpm, f = 0.08 mdrev .  d = 0.25 mm) 
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Fig. 7 The Number of Grooves (feed = 0.08 m d r e v )  
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Fig. 8 The Development of Surfxe Roughness (feed = 0.08 mmhev) 
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It can be shown that M A R . . V ( n , m )  model can be approximated by an ARV(n) 
model if the order is selected sufficiently high [21]. An ARV(n) model requires 
much less computationally, and is thus more suitable for on-line purposes. A 
tnvariate ARV(n) model takes the following form 
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" 
X , = C O k X , . k + a ,  

k-I 

T 
where X I = (  Xt , .X2 , .X , , )  . 

' I lk  'l2k '13k 

'k= '2lk '22k '23k i ' I l k  '12k '13k 

Such a model expresses the observed trivariate series. XI, =, V,, = vibration in the 
feed direction. X2, = V,, = vibration in the thrust direction, and X3, = V,, = 
vibration in the main cumng direction, as linear combinations of past observation 
vectors ?&.k (k=l, 2, .... n) plus an independent random vector -a1 and therefore 
describes the instantaneous dynamics of the cutting process. 

3.2 Multiple Dispersion Analysis 

Dispersion analysis has been shown to be an effective means to single out 
particular ingredients of interest from a signal, such as identifying chatter and 
estimate more than one type of tool wear, i.e.. major flank , crater and minor wear 
[6.23.24]. However, the formation of groove we32 is much more complicated, 
involving the mechanism of complex interactions among all three dimensional 
vibrations. Therefore, multiple dispersion analysis is introduced to quantitatively 
analyze not only the contribution of individual variables but also the interactions 
among different variables. Using the explicit Green function of Eq. 2. the vector 
autocovarime ma& yo can be determined as follows : 

where ca2 is the residual matrix. It has been shown that the explicit Green 
function can be obtained from the established ARV(n) model under the 
assumption of distinct eigenvalues [221. 

and 
n 

u =  n ( h i - h J )  

U , = ( - l ) '  n ( l i - L J )  

i. j=t L i>j 

n 

i . j = l &  i> jb  i . j t k  

(7) 

The eigenvalue matrices l i  = diag[l,,. hl, l ~ ]  and eigenvector matrix Ti , i=l, 
..., n. are found by adjoining the parmeter matrices 0;s of the ARV(n) model. 
and we finally derive the following form of the equation for a symmetric vector 
auto-covariance mamx yo. 

c 

L 

In this way, the vector auto-covariance of the whole process is decomposed into 
the contributions of process eigenvalues as well as the complex interactions 
among various eigenvalues in terms of multiple dispersion DkxJ, Dixyj, etc. 

Of specific interest are the multiple dispersions corresponding to the complex 
eigenvalues which reflect the oscillating characteristics of the machining process. 
The characteristic fnquency (f,,) as well as the damping ratio (5) corresponding to 
a pair of underdamped complex conjugate roots ( XI and l z  ) can be determined 
by the following equations [ZI] : 

4. A CRITERION FOR CRITICAL GROOVE WEAR DETECTION 

Shown in Fig. 9 is a representative set of raw vibration signals at the three typical 
stages of tool wear, e.g.. initial-steadv-severe stage. The signals are normalized 
within the range of -1 to 1 for the p;rpose of comparison. The vibration at the 
inirial stage is slightly higher than that at the s tedy stage due to the runningin 
period of a fresh tool. Although the signal at the severe stage has increased, more 
detailed analysis is required to understand the vibration and formulate a more 
realistic yet reliable criterion. 

The vibration signal was modelled as a stochastic ARV(n) model using the 
procedure outlincd in the last section and the results of dispersion analysis were 
plotted in Figs. 10-12. 
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Fig. 9 Vibration (Thrust Direction) at the Different Stages of Groove Wear 
Group B : V = 500 rpm. f = 0.04 mdrev,  d = 0.25 mm 

In the high frequency range, two clear patterns of multiple dispersion related to the 
development of groove wear were found. One is the dispersion in the thrust 
direction (Dw) at around 9.3 KHz and another is that in the main cutting direction 
(DZz) at around 2.5 KHz. It was found that when the the number of grooves was 
decreasing from about 16 to 23 minutes (see Fig. 4). these dispersions (Dry V d  
Dzz) reached their maximum value, signifying the severe vibration happening 
under these frequencies. For the damping ratio, it can be seen that the lowest 
damping ratio is always associated with the highest dispersion. reflecting the 
severity of the vibration caused by the wipe-out of groove wear. 
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Fig. 10 Dispersion Pattern in Thrust Direction D,, at 9.3KHz 
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Fig. 11 Dispersion Panem in Yam Cuttmg Direction Da at 2.SKHz 

In the low Frequency range. then exists a particular pattern of cross-dispersion 
between the vibrations in the thrust direction at ISOHz and the main cutting 
direction at 145Hz (Dvz), as shown in Fig. 12. The moment at which D, reaches 
its top value, also coincides with that when the number of grooves d-ses and 
the roughness deteriorates rapidly. If one compares the times of peek dispersions 
(Figs. 10-12). it is seen that D,, ,occurred at about 19 minutes and DZz and D, at 
about 22 minutes. This may indicate that vibration is first induced in the thrust 
dirrction which disturbs the regular grooves formed. The disturbed minor cutting 
edge in turn excites vibration in the main cutting direction. Therefore, the 
following Criterion can be established the peak value of Dyy indicates the snrdng 
of groove wipe-out, while that of DU and Dyr the ending of groove wipe-out. 
This criterion can be used in finish-machining to determine the necessity of tool 
replacement. The physical intepretation of the criterion is given in the next section. 
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Fig. 12 Cross Dispersion Pattern (Dd at Fy=lSOHz and Fz=145Hz 

5 PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSION 

As observed in the experiments as well as revealed in the analysis above. the 
vibration resulting in the "wipe-out" of grooves is extremely complicated in terms 
of both direcuon and frequency. 11 is this complication that causes the discrepancy 
between theory and practice, that is, the minor cutting edge with grooves being 
wiped out should theorerically give a bencr surface. while in practice the surface is 
so badly disturbed by vibration marks that the tool must be replaced. It was 
conjectured before the experimenrs that the vibration occurs primarily in the thrust 
direction for the following nu0 reasons: 1) the suFface is badly disturbed by 
vibration marks, and 2) vibration in the feed direction improves surface quality 
instead of worsening it [13.16]. The conjecture was fully conf i i ed  in the 
experiments. No significant changes were observed for vibration in the feed 
direction, while the vibration characteristics in the thrust direction changed 
significantly at the critical point. Noticeable changes w e s  also observed in the 
main cutting direction. Therefore. it seems more appropriate to say that the 
grooves an "chiseled out" primarily by the vibration in the thrust direction instead 
of being "wiped out" by that in the feed direction. 

Attention has been concentrated on the vibration changes in the thrust direction. It 
was conjectured before the experiments that this vibration. the relative 
dsplacement between the workpiece and the tool tip in the radial direction, is a 
compound effect of the workpiece lateral dynamics and the tooUtool holder 
dynamics. This conjecture was again fully confumed by the dispersion analysis 
results based on the stochastic model developed from the experimental data 
directly. It was shown in the last section that the dispersions of the thrust 
vibration at about 150 Hz and 9,300 Hz reached their peaks, respectively, with 
the higher one dominant. when the number of grooves began to decrease, that is. 
the surface roughness began to deteriorate rapidly. These frequencies, as 
expected, correspond to the natural frequencies of the workpiece and toolholder 
assembly, which were determined to be around 155 HZ and 9.340 Hz, 
respectively, by using conventional excitation tests (Table 2). These close 
agreements may indicate that, when a sufficient number of grooves have been 
formed, the dynamics of the cutting process is excited, so that more severe 
vibration with the characteristic frequencies is induced. Similar results were 
obtained in the dispersion analysis of vibration in the main cutting direction (Table 
2). 

150Hz 9,300Hz ISSHZ 9.340 Hz 

145Hz 2,JOOHz 155 Hz 2.610 Hz 
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Comparing h e  groove w a r  development panerns between the lower feed groups 
and higher feed groups. i t  is noticed that. in the case where grooves are formed. 
the lower feed condition did not produce better surface finish. while giving rise to 
eulier vibration than the higher feed condition. 

6 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

1 .  The purpose of this work is to investigate the relationships between off-line 
measurements of groove wear and multiple dispersion analysis based on the 
3-D vibration signal in finish-machining, such that the latter alone will be 
capable of predicting groove wear on-line. 

2. Dispersion analysis of the v:bration in :he thrua dirccuon, complemented by 
that in the main cutting direction, is proven to be effective in detecting the 
critical point at which the grooves are being chiseled. surface roughness is 
deteriorating rapidly. and the finishing tool is to he replaced. The criterion 
derived from the dispersion analysis is based on the frequencies which can be 
physically interpreted. Although these frequencies may vary for different 
workpiece geometry. and tooVtool holder assembly, they arc not difficult to 
detcnnine. 

3. Then were no characteristic changes observed from vibration in the feed 
direction. This agrees with the :esults reported elsewhere that an added 
vibration in the feed direction will improve the surface finish. This also 
indicates that tk grooves are more "chiseled out" than "wiped out". 

4. The groove wear in the minor cutting edge may occur during finish-machining 
under a fairly wide m g e  of cutting conditions for the commonly-used cutting 
tool and work materials. Should grooves be formed, vibration occumng 
sooner or later may significantly shorten the finishing-tool life. Therefore. the 
detecting method presented in this paper may in future prove to be essential 
for quality assurance in automated finish-machining. 
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